PCH LAWNMOWER/EL MICHOACANO MARKET – ROBBERY

SUSPECTS DESCRIPTION:
S1: Male Hispanic
Hair: Black Eyes: Bro
Height: 511 Weight: 220
Clothing: dark grey overalls, gloves

S2: Male unk
Height: 509 Weight: 350

S3: Unk unk (driver)

MO:
Suspect 1 entered location wearing a black or blue bandana covering his face and in Spanish demanded money. Suspect 1 attempted to shoot a 12 gauge pump action shotgun.

Suspect Vehicle:
1990’s Chevy Astro Van Grey or White vehicle has rust stains on roof of vehicle or 1990’s Ford Explorer Tan

If you see this vehicle or know suspects whereabouts -

Contact the
Los Angeles Police Department – Harbor Area @
- (310) 726-7900 Detective Desk during business hours
- (310)726-7700 after business hours
- CRIMESTOPPERS tip line
  - Call: (800)222-TIPS (8477)
  - Text: TIPLA to 274637 or CRIMES
  - Email: http://lacrimestoppers.org

If you see suspect do not approach. Suspect should be considered armed and dangerous.